ATTENTION: The trumpet valve is a disposable product. If cleaned and cared for it may be used multiple times.

Please order replacement valves from

OTOPet-USA
Toll Free 866.374.0897

Trumpet Valve Cleaning & Maintenance
Perform after each use

1. To clean the irrigation tube, fill the irrigation bottle with 500ml of hot tap water. Also be sure the suction bottle is empty.
2. Turn the machine on, set the irrigation control to 9, and set the suction control fully counterclockwise.
3. Remove any attachments on the front port of the trumpet.
4. Press the irrigation button and pump all of the solution into a clean container.
5. To clean the suction tube, press the suction button and draw all of the water back through the trumpet into the suction bottle. Do not overfill suction bottle.
6. Repeat with clean water as necessary.
7. Hang suction tubes to dry after each use for best results.
8. For quick and easy cleaning - empty suction jar and fill irrigation jar half way with hot water. Turn on - and place finger over the luer lock nipple to stop flow and depress both buttons. This will do a closed loop cleaning from one jar into the other jar.

If trumpet valves are sticking
Turn the machine off and follow the attached picture sequence

1. Squeeze the sides of the button to release the catches.
2. Pull the button/valve/seal assembly straight out. Do not remove the metal compression springs.
3. Clean the button assembly with straight “Dawn Dishwashing Liquid” on a washcloth or toothbrush. Rinse well with hot tap water.
4. Clean the trumpet housing with straight “Dawn Dishwashing Liquid” on a small bottle brush. Rinse well with hot tap water.
5. Put a small film of “KY Jelly” on your finger and thumb to lubricate the seal rings.
6. Assemble the button/valve/seal by pressing it into the appropriate port. The button will snap into place when it is inserted properly.